Supplementary text

Calculation of total and soluble normalised protein abundance in adult worms.
Protein abundance data (absolute LFQ values and SILAC ratios (1, 2)) were taken from proteome-wide mass spectrometry measurements of wild-type C. elegans previously reported, specifically those given in Table S1F of Ref. (3) . This dataset contained up to three biological replicas of absolute quantification of protein levels (LFQ values) and heavy-to-light abundance ratios (SILAC) measurements of soluble (supernatant), insoluble (pellet) and total fractions for all proteins detected in the worm lysates taken at day 12 following the L4 larval stage. For each type of measurement only those proteins found in at least two replicas were considered in the calculations. To be consistent with the definition of protein solubility, taken to be the maximum concentration of the protein in solution in the presence of a non-negligible amount of aggregated protein, we defined the average total abundance and average soluble abundance per protein as follows.
For each replica i, the total abundance of each protein n was calculated from the LFQ measurements as the percentage of the protein abundance weight ( ), which is the proportion of the abundance of the protein n compared to the total abundance of all proteins in the sample: is the absolute level of the protein n. The average abundance of each protein n was obtained from Eq. 1 as the median value over the 3 measurements obtained from the 3 different biological replicas (Dataset S1).
For the calculation of the soluble abundance, we first obtained the normalised fraction of soluble protein (S/T) and of protein in the pellet (P/T) of any protein n in each biological replica i as: abundance of each protein n was then obtained, like the average total abundance, as the median value over the 3 biological replicas (Dataset S1).
Errors in the average total abundance and average soluble abundance were calculated as the MAD (median absolute deviation), and only proteins with relative errors less than 20% were retained in the analysis. This criterion resulted in data for 1163 proteins, whose average total abundance and average soluble abundance in C. elegans are reported on a 0W scale in Dataset S1 and plotted in Figure 1 , as y-axis and x-axis respectively.
Calculation of the changes in total and insoluble protein levels upon ageing.
Data for the absolute and relative abundances of proteins (absolute LFQ values and SILAC values) for the total protein and the fraction in the pellet protein fractions in wild-type worms at day 1, 6, 12 and 17 of adulthood from the L4 stage correspond to the data published in Tables S1B and S1E of (3).
The changes in mass relative to day 1 of adulthood are reported in Figure 2 for the total mass of all the cellular proteins (panel A), of the cellular proteins forming aggregates (panel C), and for the aggregate mass of the proteins forming aggregates (panel B), calculated following the same procedure. Only those proteins that were detected and quantified on each day in both SILAC and LFQ datasets were utilised in the calculations. This criterion resulted in data for the total levels of 3694 proteins, of which 1083 were also found in the pellets. This ensemble was then filtered to remove those proteins known, or predicted, to be secreted or extracellular, since with a lack of a confined environment the extracellular space is likely to impose a lower evolutionary pressure on them to evolve to higher solubilities relative to the cellular proteins.
We used the UniProt classification of extracellular proteins (subcellular location entry) (4), the outcome of the Signal P predictor of signal peptides (5) 
where is the number of proteins in the ensemble, (ii) the change in abundance ∆ ( )| Y Z Y` of a protein between a times a and & . For the calculation of ∆ ( )| Y Z Y`, we used the SILAC data of abundances:
The change in protein overall mass, i.e. the load variation ∆ , between times a and & were obtained by summing the contributions from each protein of the weighted increase in abundance
To obtain changes in mass relative to day 1 of adulthood without imposing any bias resulting from the use of the absolute LFQ data measured at day 1 as a reference, the changes in protein mass relative to any given day were normalised to the corresponding value for day 1 and subsequently averaged:
Using Eq. 10, the changes in total protein mass at day 6, day 12 and day 17 with respect to day 1 were calculated for all the components of the cellular proteome that could be detected (i.e.
for the set of 3078 proteins described above) and are reported in Figure 2A . The change in total protein mass of the subset of proteins detected in the pellet dataset (965 proteins, see above), and the change in the levels of these aggregates were also calculated (protein weighted increases
are reported in Dataset S2, sheet 'Total in pellet' and sheet 'Aggregate' respectively) and are plotted in Figure 2C and 2B respectively. The errors in Figure 2 were evaluated by means of a bootstrap method on the weighted abundance change ensemble.
Bioinformatic analysis.
Gene ontology enrichment (Figure 4) was performed using the DAVID online software version 6.7 (7) , with the option for the Bonferroni correction. Fisher's exact test for the statistical significance on the enrichment of proteins with low complexity regions among the proteins forming deposits between day 1 and day 12 ( Figure 3A) was performed in Python 2.7. The identification of the low complexity regions in all proteins quantified between day 1 and day 12 was obtained with the SEG algorithm contained in BLAST (8, 9) and analysed in python 2.7. The propensity of granule formation for each protein was obtained with the catGRANULE method (10) and the significance between the set of proteins aggregating between day 1 and day 12 and all the proteins detected between day 1 and day 12 was calculated with a nonparametric median test, as the distributions of granule propensities in the two sets were not Gaussian. 
Protein ID
Q20751
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-2 (eIF-5A-2) (initiation factor five protein 2) iff-2 F54C9.1 EIF-5A (Fig. 2B,C) and the remaining proteins. Turnover times were taken from measurements of the times at which half of the proteins becomes labelled heavy (THPLH) (11) .
The 582 THPLH datapoints in adult worms were retrieved from Data S1 sheet " Fig. 4C extended" of reference (11) and mapped to the proteins IDs of Figure 2 . 275 proteins belonged to the pool of proteins forming aggregates upon ageing (Fig. 2B,C) . Distribution of the THPLH values for the 275 proteins forming aggregates with ageing (red) and the remaining proteins (black). **** = pvalue<10 -4 , from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic test.
Dataset S1 (separate file). Total: Contains data on weighted increases in Total for calculations of figure 2A First column: is the protein ID list.
Following columns: d06/d01: weighted increase in total abundance at day 06 of adulthood compared to day 1 d12/d01: weighted increase in total abundance at day 12 of adulthood compared to day 1 d17/d01: weighted increase in total abundance at day 17 of adulthood compared to day 1 d01/d06: weighted increase in total abundance at day 1 of adulthood compared to day 06 d12/d06: weighted increase in total abundance at day 12 of adulthood compared to day 06 d17/d06: weighted increase in total abundance at day 17 of adulthood compared to day 06 d01/d12: weighted increase in total abundance at day 1 of adulthood compared to day 12 d06/d12: weighted increase in total abundance at day 06 of adulthood compared to day 12 d17/d12: weighted increase in total abundance at day 17 of adulthood compared to day 12 d01/d17: weighted increase in total abundance at day 1 of adulthood compared to day 17 d06/d17: weighted increase in total abundance at day 06 of adulthood compared to day 17 d12/d17: weighted increase in total abundance at day 12 of adulthood compared to day 17
Aggregate: Contains data on weighted increases in aggregate for calculations of figure 2B First column: is the protein ID list.
Following columns: d06/d01: weighted increase in aggregates at day 06 of adulthood compared to day 1 d12/d01: weighted increase in aggregates at day 12 of adulthood compared to day 1 d17/d01: weighted increase in aggregates at day 17 of adulthood compared to day 1 d01/d06: weighted increase in aggregates at day 1 of adulthood compared to day 06 d12/d06: weighted increase in aggregates at day 12 of adulthood compared to day 06 d17/d06: weighted increase in aggregates at day 17 of adulthood compared to day 06 d01/d12: weighted increase in aggregates at day 1 of adulthood compared to day 12 d06/d12: weighted increase in aggregates at day 06 of adulthood compared to day 12 d17/d12: weighted increase in aggregates at day 17 of adulthood compared to day 12 d01/d17: weighted increase in aggregates at day 1 of adulthood compared to day 17 d06/d17: weighted increase in aggregates at day 06 of adulthood compared to day 17 d12/d17: weighted increase in aggregates at day 12 of adulthood compared to day 17
Total in pellet: Contains data on weighted increases in Total relative to aggregated proteins for calculations of Figure 2C First column: is the protein ID list.
Following columns: d06/d01: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 06 of adulthood compared to day 1 d12/d01: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 12 of adulthood compared to day 1 d17/d01: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 17 of adulthood compared to day 1 d01/d06: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 1 of adulthood compared to day 06 d12/d06: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 12 of adulthood compared to day 06 d17/d06: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 17 of adulthood compared to day 06 d01/d12: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 1 of adulthood compared to day 12 d06/d12: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 06 of adulthood compared to day 12 d17/d12: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 17 of adulthood compared to day 12 d01/d17: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 1 of adulthood compared to day 17 d06/d17: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 06 of adulthood compared to day 17 d12/d17: weighted increase in total abundance relative to aggregated proteins at day 12 of adulthood compared to day 17
Dataset S3 (separate file).
Data on predictor of subcellular locations to identify extracellular and secreted proteins (related to Figure 2) 2 columns: locations, protein_id
List of all locations with associated protein mapping the subcellular locations according to the predictors listed above.
